INTRODUCTION

Several years before the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision *Brooke Group Ltd. v Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.*\(^1\) established a recoupment requirement for proving predatory pricing, Franklin M. Fisher anticipated the Court’s reasoning: “Whenever predatory actions are alleged, it pays to analyze how the type of predation alleged could have been successful.”\(^2\) In *Predatory Pricing: Strategic Theory and Legal Policy*, Patrick Bolton, Joseph F. Brodley, and Michael H. Riordan lament that “[p] laintiffs’ dismal success rate” in predatory pricing cases since *Brooke Group* stems from unwarranted judicial skepticism about the plausibility of predatory pricing schemes.\(^3\) They attribute this skepticism about predation to reliance on out-of-date economic analysis and to “judicial neglect of modern strategic theories of predatory pricing.”\(^4\) According to the authors “strategic theory” promises judicial redemption to predatory pricing plaintiffs
because it offers, “more sophisticated theories of how recoupment may be achieved consistent
with rational behavior.”

Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan provide a useful entry point for assessing the contribution
of strategic theories to antitrust policy. However, they are overly optimistic. Although strategic
theories of predatory pricing are exemplary in their coherence and rigor, their value added to
antitrust policy is much more modest than the authors admit.

I. ANTITRUST AND THE THEORY OF PREDATORY PRICING

Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan distinguish theories of predatory pricing based on “modern
economic analysis” from theories based on earlier economic analysis. The difference between
these modes of analysis boils down to whether they incorporate applied game theory. The
authors chide the courts for failing to heed modern theories of predation and continuing to rely
on “earlier theory no longer generally accepted.” The authors discredit this early theory as the
“static, non-strategic view of predatory pricing” and propose to remedy its deficiencies by
means of strategic theory. For shorthand purposes, we will refer to the mode of economic
analysis the authors discredit as “price theory” and to the analysis they advocate as “strategic
theory.” Price theory and strategic theory are not competing theories in the ordinary sense.
Economists use both of them to understand economic events and business practices, although
some events and practices are better understood using one than the other. Both of them
proceed from the twin principles of economic thinking: optimization and equilibrium.
A. OVERVIEW OF THE PRICE THEORY APPROACH TO PREDATORY PRICING

The price theory point of view about predatory pricing generally is associated with scholars in the Chicago school tradition.\(^\text{11}\) Their contribution was to challenge the interpretation of several prominent price wars, which held that predatory pricing had been used successfully as a monopolizing tactic. The basis of the challenge was that legal analysis had come to rely on loose-fitting theories of predatory pricing (for example, the deep pocket theory) that were incomplete and implausible when viewed through the lens of price theory. Moreover, price theory offered alternative explanations for price wars that were not anticompetitive. The eventual acceptance by the courts of this perspective led to the view that predation occurs less frequently than was previously thought.\(^\text{12}\)

While this development was a major advance in the application of economic analysis to an important antitrust issue, it did not go so far as to disprove the possibility of predatory pricing as a monopolizing tactic. Scholars in the Chicago school tradition did not argue that predatory pricing never happens. For instance, Robert Bork wrote, “[T] here seems to be nothing inherently impossible in the theory (of predatory pricing). The issue is the probability of the occurrence of predation and the means available for detecting it.”\(^\text{13}\) Frank Easterbrook stated that it “[it] is conceivable that predation could be profitable. Short-run sacrifice for later reward often is a rational way to maximize profits . . . The question, though, is whether profitable predation is probable.”\(^\text{14}\) Richard Posner concluded, “that predatory pricing cannot be dismissed as inevitably an irrational practice . . . [However, it] at most likely to delay, rather than prevent, the entry of new competitors.”\(^\text{15}\)

The influence of price theory on antitrust law, with its skepticism toward predatory pricing claims, strongly affected the views of mainstream economists. Paul Milgrom and John
Roberts summarized this influence by observing that “a large fraction of the economics profession would argue that . . . predation is an irrational strategy for attempting to gain or maintain a monopoly position and that it is, therefore, unlikely to be adopted in practice.” However, according to Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan, developments in modern economic analysis that bring strategic considerations into play invite a reconsideration of these views.

B. STRATEGIC THEORY OF PREDATORY PRICING AND ITS ASSUMPTIONS

Strategic theory of predatory pricing is a component of the game theoretic research program that ascended within the economics profession during the years when price theory was raising judicial skepticism about predatory pricing. The contribution of strategic theory was to reformulate the discredited, loose-fitting theories of predation to see whether and when episodes of predatory pricing might be credible. Specifically, strategic theory sought to pinpoint conditions that would be sufficient for complete and internally consistent economic theories in which a firm with monopoly power may use predatory pricing to exclude rivals and expand or prolong its monopoly power.

Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan decry strategic theory’s lack of influence on antitrust. However, given the factual specificity of strategic theory and the sensitivity of its predictions to underlying assumptions, any attempt it mounts to rescue predatory pricing from the current judicial skepticism would be limited to factual situations that fit the theory’s stringent requirements.

The foundational assumption upon which most strategic theories of predation rest is either “asymmetric information” or “asymmetric access to financial resources”. Informational asymmetry means the predator and the prey are differently situated with regard to information.
that is critical to both firms’ decision making. Differently situated, however, does not mean that each firm has private information the other lacks. Invariably, strategic theories of predatory pricing based on asymmetric information assume the predator has all the information the prey has and more. The additional information may be about production costs, demand conditions, or the predator’s intentions. Similarly, financial resource asymmetry means the predator is significantly less dependent on outside financing than the prey. The essence of strategic theories of predatory pricing is to mislead other economic agents about what the future holds for the prey. The prey may be a new entrant, an aspiring entrant, or a fringe firm poised to expand. In these theories, the predator’s superior informational or financial endowment underpins the firm’s ability to mislead, and this ability to mislead underpins its ability to exclude the prey (or thwart its expansion).

Before the authority of a strategic theory can be invoked in a particular dispute, it must be established that the informational or financial resource conditions in the market square with the theory. Two practical considerations combine to limit the implementation of strategic theory in antitrust law. First, the standard for judging whether a strategic theory illuminates a particular low-price episode must be high because strategic theories are notably fragile: The equilibria they predict are extremely sensitive to slight variations in the models’ assumptions. Second, the highly qualified assumptions about informational or financial resource considerations are not readily observable. As a practical matter, invoking strategic theory in predatory pricing litigation depends critically upon unobservables.

Even when information or financial resources are observable, strategic theories of predatory pricing often are not a good fit. Theses theories typically assume an extremely simple market structure. Either the predator is a monopolist and its prey is a potential entrant or the
predator is the dominant firm in a duopoly and its prey is the smaller rival. Entry (or reentry) usually is assumed away. These market structures maximize the disparity in the two firms’ size and stature in the market, and to some extent rationalize the assumed asymmetry between the firms’ situations. While this stylized market structure yields sufficient conditions to sustain the plausibility of predatory pricing, this plausibility does not transfer automatically to other, generally more complex market structures.

The structural settings in which price wars erupt are not limited to the canonical cases of an incumbent monopolist and an entrant or of a duopoly with a dominant firm. In fact, predatory pricing cases almost always arise in oligopoly markets where the alleged predator’s position is markedly different from the incumbent monopolist of strategic theory. In some cases, as in *Matsushita*, the alleged predator is actually an entrant.19

Although strategic theory has had considerable success in isolating sufficient theoretical conditions for predatory pricing to occur, Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan’s statement that “… it is now the consensus view in modern economics that predatory pricing can be a successful and fully rational business strategy”20 is misleading. This statement is like saying the consensus view among modern sportswriters is that a basketball player can score sixty-five points in a single game. Scoring sixty-five points has happened, and it will happen again, but the conditions that lead to so extraordinary a scoring performance are not commonplace in basketball.21 Similarly, predatory pricing has arises in special circumstances, but it is not a commonplace occurrence.

Strategic theory answers the question: When, as a matter of economic theory, can predatory pricing occur? The relevant question for antitrust law, however, is very different: Under market conditions actually observed, is predatory pricing the most plausible explanation
for an episode of low prices? And just as important: Are these conditions distinguishable from legitimate competition in the market? Remember: if you are hunting for a predator and mistakenly shoot a competitor, you injure consumers.

II. IMPLEMENTING STRATEGIC THEORY

Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan advocate an antitrust enforcement prescription for predatory pricing litigation that has five elements. To prove a case, the government, or a private plaintiff, must demonstrate: “(1) a facilitating market structure; (2) a scheme of predation and supporting evidence; (3) probable recoupment; (4) price below cost; and (5) absence of a business justification or efficiencies defense.” Notwithstanding the authors’ enthusiasm for strategic theory, their prescription is no elixir for judicial skepticism about predation.

A. FACILITATING MARKET STRUCTURE

The conventional approach to establishing whether market structure is conducive to predation gauges three factors: The alleged predator must have a significant share of the market, barriers to entry (and reentry) must be high, and supply elasticities of existing rivals must be low. Price theory advises that if any of these three factors is absent, the market structure does not invite predation. Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan invoke strategic theory to augment the recognized class of entry barriers by conferring entry barrier status upon “the incumbent’s past reputation as a predator.” They advocate presuming the existence of high entry and reentry barriers “if the incumbent is able to significantly raise prices after the prey’s exit without inducing new entry or reentry.”
This is an ill-advised presumption. If a new firm enters an oligopoly and subsequently drops out, owing, say, to the post-entry discovery that its costs are too high for survival, it is all but certain that prices will fall when the firm enters and rise when it retreats. This would happen even if no incumbent acts strategically. It would happen if interactions among the firms were as competitive as is reasonable to expect in an oligopoly. If entry attempts subside for a while after such an event, this does not imply that an incumbent has bolstered its reputation by behaving strategically; it may only be that prospective entrants have revised their own cost priors in light of developments. There is no basis in this scenario for presuming that an incumbent is sheltered by a strategically obtained reputation. The incumbent’s reputation may be due its superior efficiency.

Even if an incumbent has engaged in strategic behavior to establish a reputation as a predator, it is not helpful to tag the reputation effect as a barrier to entry. The appropriate place to consider a reputation effect would be in the second element of Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan’s prescription for proving predation.

B. A SCHEME OF PREDATION AND SUPPORTING EVIDENCE

Bolton, Bradley, and Riordan’s second element – the inquiry into whether the alleged predatory scheme is plausible - is the place where strategic theory holds the most promise for predatory pricing litigation. Financial market predation and signaling theories of predation are, on the theoretical side, coherent and rigorous. But while these theories have been honed to precision, and the assumptions that underpin them have been painstakingly constructed, comparatively little thought has been given to their application in antitrust law. What would be the distinguishing marks of price wars, failed entry attempts, and other such episodes that would
best be explained by strategic predation theories? Especially, what marks would distinguish these episodes from seemingly similar episodes in which there is no anticompetitive conduct?

Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan appear to invite the courts to presume, on the strength of strategic theory’s internal consistency and rigor, that events adverse to an entrant or a fringe firm were touched off by a predator just as long as the facts of the case bear a fuzzy resemblance to sufficient theoretical conditions.26

As an illustration, the theory of test market predation rests completely on the assumption that the incumbent firm can thwart the efforts of a new entrant to gauge the demand for its product and thereby deter entry. Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan concede that this theory is less well developed than other theories that they discuss, but they present it as their primary example of a demand-signaling strategic theory.27

The theory of test market predation implicitly requires more than just experience and superior demand information by the incumbent. It implicitly requires that there are no outside channels (for example, market research, consultants, prospective customers, and so forth) are available for acquiring useful information about demand to which an entrant may resort to match the information held by the incumbent. It is not uncommon in many markets for new entrants to withdraw when they learn that demand for their product is insufficient. But that by itself should not implicate surviving incumbents in a predatory scheme. If a disparity of information were such that an incumbent could thwart one entrant via test market predation, then the incumbent could thwart all entry attempts by similarly positioned rivals. Test market predators should never face a successful entrant. This is not the entry and exit experience of most markets.

Skol was a Dutch beer that tried to enter the United States market, but failed.28 Heineken, another Dutch beer, entered successfully and is now the eleventh leading brand of
beer in America. Be different. Bitburger was a German beer that entered the U.S. market and floundered but Beck’s, another German beer, entered the U.S. market successfully. Magna Carta is a Mexican beer that entered the U.S. market and has yet to catch on; Corona, currently the tenth leading brand of beer in the United States, has been a successful Mexican entrant -- the only import to crack the top ten. These contrasting results raises the question: If some foreign entrants failed for the lack of inside information about the demand for beer in the U.S., what accounts for Heineken, Beck, and Corona’s entry and survival against much larger incumbents?

The successful entrants had no better access to the marketing information at Anheuser-Busch than the failures had, and the marketing information that successful entrants utilized would have been available for the failed entrants as well. By Occam’s razor, the most likely explanation for failed entry in the U.S. beer market lies elsewhere: Some potential entrants simply are more efficient (that is, lower costs or better products) than others who failed. Strategic theory should not be an excuse for confusing market failure with market discipline.

The example of test market predation Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan cite does not generate much confidence in their policy prescription. As we show in Part IV, developments in the coffee market subsequent to the Federal Trade Commission’s (FTC) refusal to interrupt General Food’s “test market predation” against entrant Folgers vindicate the FTC’s skepticism about that interpretation of events.

The danger of invoking fragile and highly qualified predation theories without thorough factual support extends to other strategic theories. The theory of cost signaling assumes that “a predator drastically reduces price to mislead the prey into believing that the predator has lower costs, inducing the prey to exit the market.” This theory assumes that the new entrant infers that the incumbent’s costs decline because its prices decline in the aftermath of entry. What
enables one to make such an inference? One of Bolton, Brodley and Riordan’s indicators is particularly problematic: “[A]n event, or series of events, known by the victim, has occurred which could have enabled the predator to significantly reduce its variable costs.”\textsuperscript{33} In other words, if there were an event that credibly insinuates a reduction in the incumbent’s costs, the court should presume that the incumbent is a predator. But this is a scenario where one would not want antitrust enforcement to deter or punish price cuts lest it interfere with cost reductions being passed on to consumers.

The incumbent-knows-best assumption lies at the heart of the predatory pricing theories that Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan would thrust upon the courts. This assumption calls for explicit empirical support. It should never be merely presumed that the incumbent holds the informational upper hand. Indeed, there is a measure of hubris in the assumption, as if a new entrant could never have superior private information, never be more creative, or never be better equipped to exploit an opening than an incumbent. Yet successful entrants often discover some facet of technology or characteristic of consumer demand that incumbents overlook. Xerox did this in 1959 with its model 914 photocopier, to IBM’s surprise.\textsuperscript{34} In 1975, Savin surprised Xerox when it introduced its higher quality and smaller footprint line of copiers.\textsuperscript{35}

**C. PROBABLE RECOUPMENT**

The third element in Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan’s five-part enforcement prescription is the legacy of *Brooke Group*. A successful predatory pricing scheme must, after discounting, pay out more during the recoupment phase than it costs the predator during the preceding low-price phase. The longer the duration of the first phase, and the greater the volume of sales during this phase, the greater must be the pay-off during recoupment.\textsuperscript{36}
The essentiality of recoupment for a predatory scheme is one of price theory’s contributions to the legal analysis of predation. Strategic theory also acknowledges the recoupment requirement. As Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan point out, “[A]nticipated recoupment is intrinsic in [strategic] theories, because without such an expectation predatory pricing is not sensible economic behavior.” Indeed, they claim that taking cognizance of recoupment is one of the main ways strategic theory improves on earlier, discredited predation theories. Because the recoupment principle is “intrinsic” to strategic predation theory, the authors claim that the “evidentiary standard for probable recoupment should be less demanding when proof of the predatory scheme rests on a coherent strategic theory supported by evidence of market structure and conduct.” Of course, no proposed scheme of predation is credible unless it embodies a plausible means of recoupment, but this does not justify taking shortcuts in analysis. In particular, it is unwise to presume that a plausible means of recoupment exists just because facts supporting other features of a strategic theory, such as asymmetric information, are evident. Facts conducive to probable recoupment ought to be established independently.

D. PRICE BELOW COST

Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan’s proposed enforcement prescription contains cost-benchmarks, although these benchmarks owe little to strategic theory. Citing the wide influence Phillip Areeda and Donald F. Turner have had on predatory pricing litigation, the authors note that “since at least 1975, U.S. courts have uniformly followed a cost standard in evaluating predatory pricing.” Although there is some variation in interpretation among the circuits, current law follows Areeda and Turner by presuming that a price below a firm’s
average variable cost (AVC) is predatory and that a price above the firm’s average total cost (ATC) is not predatory.\textsuperscript{42}

Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan favor William J. Baumol’s proposed refinement of the Areeda-Turner test that substitutes the firm’s average avoidable (AAC) cost for AVC.\textsuperscript{43} Avoidable costs are those that could have been avoided had the firm not produced the predatory increment of output. AAC is avoidable costs divided by the predatory increment of output. AAC is a short run cost measure. Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan also advocate a substitution of long run average incremental cost (LAIC) for ATC. The LAIC benchmark “is the per unit cost of producing the predatory increment of output whenever such costs were incurred.”\textsuperscript{44} Prices below LAIC would not always be predatory in authors’ enforcement agenda, but they could be depending on whether the defendant’s “evidence of efficiency or legitimate business purpose”\textsuperscript{45} is sufficient to counter the plaintiff’s evidence, aided and abetted by strategic theory.

Adopting Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan’s LAIC standard would be inconsistent with the generally accepted view that predatory pricing means pricing that would not be remunerative except for its exclusionary effect. The difference between LAIC and AAC consists of unavoidable (that is, sunk) costs the alleged predator incurred before the episode in question was contemplated. At the time those costs were shouldered, the firm expected to recoup them and make a profit via remunerative pricing.\textsuperscript{46} But why should unavoidable costs have any weight in determining whether the firm’s (subsequent) low prices are predatory? Prices above AAC would be remunerative regardless of whether they are exclusionary. These prices cannot be predatory by definition.

Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan endorse the LAIC standard out of concern that it would be hard to prove predation in markets with large sunk costs absent the standard. But the LAIC
benchmark creates formidable cost imputation problems and puts a weighty burden on a defendant with significant sunk costs. In high technology industries where firms spend enormous sums on research and development, the authors’ proposed rule could discourage price-cutting that would be beneficial to consumers.

E. BUSINESS JUSTIFICATION AND EFFICIENCIES DEFENSE

The fifth and final element in Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan’s enforcement prescription addresses the potential procompetitive effects of low prices. Their discussion of procompetitive effects is a welcome reminder that economists are not preoccupied exclusively with the strategic theory of predatory pricing. Many of the twists and turns competition takes in actual markets depend on economic phenomena that were not widely understood by economists until recently. Certainly some of these phenomena, and their implications for antitrust law, have not yet been thoroughly absorbed by the courts. But the courts do understand, correctly, that most price wars have nothing to do with predation.

Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan distinguish between defensive business justifications and market-expanding efficiencies for below-cost prices. A firm’s low prices are defensive if they come in response to a rival’s low prices or to adverse, exogenous shocks to costs or demand. While these provocations may warrant a firm’s dropping its prices below LAIC temporarily, the authors’ would never allow them to excuse prices below AAC for defensive purposes.

Market-expanding efficiencies are the benefits that accompany new entry or new product introduction, generally after an initial period of low prices. Market-expansion activities can justify prices even below AAC in some circumstances. Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan cite promotional pricing, pricing to accelerate learning-by-doing, or network effects as circumstances
in which low prices would be procompetitive. Our model of price wars triggered by entry provides another example when temporary low post-entry prices would be procompetitive: where buyers incur set-up or switching costs when they deal with new suppliers. In this model, the entrant must discount its price below AAC to induce buyers to absorb set-up costs. The incumbent drops its price simultaneously to retain some of its buyers. Once the entrant has locked in its buyers, prices rise, albeit not to pre-entry levels. This procompetitive scenario exhibits plunging prices, but there is no predation.

Innocuous incidents where prices fall temporarily and then rise because of demand or cost shocks, or because of entry or new product introductions, are common in most markets. Therefore, continuing judicial skepticism about the frequency of predatory pricing is warranted given how many predatory pricing complaints turn out to be grievances against competition or shocks to the market rather than grievances against a predator.

III. AN EX POST PERSPECTIVE

A prominent theme in Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan’s article is that the infrequency of judgments for plaintiffs in predatory pricing cases indicates excessive judicial skepticism about predation. The authors prescribe a strong dose of strategic theory to cure this malady. Another prominent theme is that a plausible predatory scheme supported by strategic theory and ex ante evidence should be sufficient to prove a predatory pricing case. It ought not be necessary, they argue, for a court to have ex post evidence to render a decision in favor of a plaintiff. Even so, ex post evidence never hurts. With the benefit of hindsight, it should be possible to detect the anticompetitive effects of predatory pricing incidents, if any, in markets in which false acquittals
have occurred – that is, when the courts have found in favor of defendants despite evidence of predatory pricing under the proposed strategic theories.

Below, we take a backward look at three of the most prominent episodes where the courts declined to accept a predatory explanation: *In re General Foods Corp.*, the most recent opinion of the Federal Trade Commission on predatory pricing, and the two most recent predation opinions of the Supreme Court *Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp* and *Brooke Group Ltd. v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp*. In each of these cases the defendant was exonerated of predatory pricing charges.

Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan give more credence to the plaintiffs’ charges than the courts did and attribute the plaintiffs’ failure at trial to judicial skepticism and the lack of supporting strategic theory. That is, by relying exclusively on price theoretic analyses, the authors suggest that the courts may have overlooked more subtle forms of predatory pricing. With respect to *General Foods*, they write that “[w]hile the Federal Trade Commission ultimately found the low pricing to be lawful . . . the facts nevertheless provide a useful scenario to illustrate application of our proposed approach to test market predation.”

With respect to *Matsushita*, they comment that the Supreme Court “thought the predatory scheme was implausible . . ., even though it involved alleged agreement between the alleged predators, because of the inherent difficulties of orchestrating a coordinated predatory pricing and recoupment strategy among competing firms.” They speculate that predatory schemes based on strategic theory would be more plausible than the scheme advanced by the *Matsushita* plaintiffs. In their discussion of the Supreme Court’s decision in *Brooke Group*, which focused on the implausibility of recoupment under the plaintiff’s predation theory, the authors conjecture
that “under a strategic approach, counsel could have demonstrated that a reputation effect or other predatory theory, such as financial market predation, enabled probable recoupment.”

If a real predator eludes detection by the courts and sticks to a predatory scheme, then we may assess the consequences of that scheme by examining the “post-predation” structure and performance of the industry. As it turns out, in each of these prominent cases, post-predation structure and performance do not support the inference of injury to competition. Even though the FTC and the Court did not rely on strategic theory in these cases, the judicial outcomes are vindicated by ex post developments.

A. THE GENERAL FOODS COFFEE CASE

General Food’s Maxwell House was the leading brand of coffee in the eastern United States in the early 1970s; Procter & Gamble’s Folgers was the best selling brand in the West. But Folgers was not distributed in the East. When Procter & Gamble (P&G) began to market Folgers to customers in the East, General Foods (GF) adopted a number of practices to defend its business in eastern cities.

In 1976, the FTC investigated coffee sales in the eastern U.S. and charged GF with engaging in predatory acts to thwart the entry of Folgers in the East. The gravamen of the case was GF’s allegedly pricing Maxwell House below average variable cost in particular eastern regions as Folgers endeavored to establish itself there. The FTC, in 1984, held that the geographic extent of the coffee market was national, not regional, and that GF’s pricing was not predatory. The passage of time reveals what happened after the FTC gave Maxwell House a green light in its price war with Folgers. First, GF was not able to prevent its alleged prey from becoming a national brand. The Folgers’ rollout in the East was a success.
Second, national market share data show that GF was not able to parlay its pricing strategy into anything like a monopoly position for coffee. Between 1972 and 1981, GF’s share of coffee sales in the United States averaged 32.8%. The Maxwell House brands’ share alone averaged 23.7%. The market share of Folgers’ averaged 23.1%. As Table I reveals, in 1984 (the year of the FTC’s decision), Folgers had 26.2% of the national sales of regular coffee; Maxwell House had 18.6%. By 1998, the last year for which estimates are available, Maxwell House had a share of market of 18.4% and Folgers had 29.3%. This is not an outcome suggesting that Maxwell House preyed its way to market dominance. In the period 1984-1998, P&G’s total brand portfolio for coffee went from 26.2 to 37.4% of the nation’s market. During this time frame, all of GF’s regular coffee went from a national share of 33.8% to 31.3%. The situation is similar for instant coffee. From 1984 to 1998, Maxwell House Regular declined from 22.9% to 19.2%; P&G’s Folger Regular instant coffee went from 13.0% to 24.6%.

Third, neither GF nor P&G (nor any of the other major coffee producers) foresaw - nor would they have been able to control - the major development in the coffee market since the GF-P&G price war: the “Starbucks revolution” and the dramatic growth in specialty coffees. Consumption of regular coffee has trended downward in the 1980s and 1990s. Demand for specialty coffee, on the other hand, has been growing at over 5 percent per year. Espresso bars have heightened tastes for specialty coffees that are then increasingly consumed at home. Indeed, Starbucks’ revenues now exceed coffee revenues for both GF and P&G.

The General Foods coffee case has become the poster child for the game theoretic approach to analyzing episodes of alleged predation. Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan use the General Foods coffee case as an illustration of test market predation. Milgrom and Roberts also cite the case as an illustration of the reputation theory of predation in their seminal paper.
But had game theoretic interpretations persuaded the FTC to restrain GF’s aggressive pricing, coffee drinkers and competition would have been injured, not the other way around.

B. THE MATSUSHITA TELEVISION CASE

In Matsushita, two U.S. television producers (Zenith and Emerson) charged that several Japanese manufacturers of consumer electronic products conspired to prey upon the American television industry. The strategy alleged by the plaintiffs entailed charging monopoly prices in Japan (because of trade barriers and a home market conspiracy) and using the derivative monopoly profits to subsidize below-cost pricing in the United States. Plaintiffs claimed that in the short-run they were financially harmed and would be driven from the market; they claimed U.S. consumers would be injured in the long-run when they faced a monolith of Japanese sellers.

Because the Court refused to interrupt the defendants’ aggressive pricing in the United States, it is now possible to evaluate the long-term consequence of the Japanese defendants’ conduct in the U.S. television market. The U.S. television industry remains remarkably unconcentrated for a mass-produced consumer durable. Table II contains share figures of U.S. color television sets for the period 1986-1998. Individual market shares of the defendants in Matsushita remain modest indeed.

During the post-Matsushita period covered in Table II, the market share of Matsushita’s Panasonic brand averaged less than 4%. Sony’s share remained under 8% until 1996 and did not exceed 10% until 1998. Toshiba’s market share grew from under 2% to just over 5%, but Hitachi’s fell during this time. Sharp and Sanyo’s market shares trended upward but never went above 12% collectively. Mitsubishi’s never exceeded 4%. All of the Matsushita defendants
combined never managed to gain more than 40% of the market during the 1986-and 1998. These firms, neither collectively - nor individually, ever gained dominance in the U.S. market.

There is no evidence that aggressive marketing of television sets by the Japanese producers excluded the plaintiff firms from the U.S. market. Moreover, the real price of televisions continued to decline in the post-Matsushita period. From 1986 to 1999, the Consumer Price Index of televisions fell from eighty-three to fifty-five. Had strategic theory been invoked by the Court in Matsushita, in a way that ended or reduced price-cutting by the Japanese manufacturers, competition in the U.S. television market would have been injured, not improved.

C. THE BROOKE GROUP CIGARETTE CASE

According to Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan, the facts in Brooke Group illustrate the “discipline of rivals” type of exclusionary conduct. The defendant Brown & Williamson (B&W) was alleged to have entered the generic segment of the U.S. cigarette industry by selling generic and private label cigarettes below cost to discipline or exclude Liggett - a small producer of cigarettes, but the largest seller in this category. B&W’s putative intent was to gain control of and then “dial down” the discount segment of the U.S. cigarette market in order to nudge consumers back to full-price cigarette brands. Full-price brands allegedly were sold at monopoly prices because of a tacit cartel among all the major cigarette producers (including the plaintiff Liggett).

Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan mislead readers when they claim “Brown & Williamson held prices below AVC for eighteen months, sustaining losses of millions of dollars.” Whether discount cigarette prices were above or below AVC was contested in Brooke Group at great
length. The direction of the inequality pivoted upon the technical question of costing layers of aging tobacco inventory, among other things. When all was said and done, there was no finding of below-cost pricing.  

With the benefit of hindsight, it is difficult to interpret the generic cigarette price war as a predatory episode. Certainly the incident did not catapult the alleged predator B&W into anything resembling a monopoly position in the cigarette market. As Table III indicates, B&W’s market share has declined since its legal victory in 1993. Nor was there any exclusion in the aftermath of these events; Liggett continues to manufacture and sell cigarettes in the United States. Finally, and most significantly, the price war was not effective in curtailing the sale of discount cigarettes. During the price war, in 1985, discount cigarettes comprised 7.3% of the market. As Table III indicates, discount cigarette sales have constituted over 25% of the market in the years since Brooke Group was decided. All of the major cigarette manufacturers sell discount brands today. Both B&W and Liggett’s best selling brands are discount brands. R. J. Reynolds’ entry in the discount segment, Doral, has been that company’s number one brand since 1996, outselling its prominent Winston, Camel and Salem brands.

We agree with Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan that Brooke Group is “the most important predatory pricing decision in modern times.” But unlike them, we do not think strategic theory would have illuminated the issues in the case. As in Matsushita, the ex post evidence vindicates the Court’s Brooke Group decision.

IV. CONCLUSION

Strategic theories of predatory pricing are pristine theoretical existence proofs. Their value lies in identifying sufficient theoretical conditions for predatory pricing to arise as an
equilibrium outcome. Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan invite the antitrust community and the courts to invoke the authority of these theories prescriptively. To implement these theories in antitrust responsibly, however, requires more factual support than the authors admit. Factual support is crucial because strategic theories are so fragile. The theories the authors advocate for implementation are balanced precariously on factors that are difficult, if not impossible, for courts to observe. Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan’s response to this dilemma is to counsel presumption in favor of the anticompetitive interpretations of price wars. They do not acknowledge that proving a more demanding theory calls for a more discriminating factual inquiry.

Because it is willing to presume so much, Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan’s policy prescription favors false convictions over false acquittals in predatory pricing enforcement (that is, erring on the side of plaintiffs rather than defendants). Implementing their prescription will increase firms’ antitrust risks and therefore will deter procompetitive price-cutting and other value-increasing behavior. Paradoxically, the firms most likely to escape the authors’ antitrust net will be oligopolists who adopt a live-and-let live attitude toward their two or three rivals. These firms will never be charged with predatory pricing. An oligopolist who competes aggressively on price for customer patronage might be a candidate for antitrust action if Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan’s agenda prevails. Stodgy oligopolists will be in their own safe harbor.89

Bolton, Brodley, and Riordan begin their article with the assertion that “[p] redatory pricing poses a dilemma that has perplexed and intrigued the antitrust community for years.”90 The only real dilemma is that those who want antitrust law to assume an aggressive posture against price-cutting have been unable to assemble a theoretical and empirical case that has persuaded the antitrust community or the courts. For this consumers can be grateful.
Table 1
(Percentages)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Procter &amp; Gamble</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folger Regular</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Brand Portfolio</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>37.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General Foods</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell House Regular</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Brand Portfolio</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>31.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nestle (3)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hills Brothers</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Brand Portfolio</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chock Full O’ Nuts (1) (2)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chock Full O’ Nuts</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Brand Portfolio</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum</strong></td>
<td>75.9</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td>84.4</td>
<td>82.8</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>84.9</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>82.6</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>79.4</td>
<td>79.9</td>
<td>79.3</td>
<td>81.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Others</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Prior to 1990, activity for Chock Full O’ Nuts was reported through Arbitron's SAMI system which tracked warehouse movement. With the merger of Arbitron and SAMI in 1990 and 1991 reflects the change from warehouse estimates to retail scanning.

(2) Chock Full O’Nuts acquired two additional brands in 1992; Cain's Coffee Company and Private Brands, Inc.

(3) In 1999, Sara Lee purchased Hills Brothers, Chase & Sanborn and MJB from Nestle as well as Chock Full O’ Nuts. Nestle retained Taster's Choice and Sarks.

Source: The Maxwell House Consumer Report, Davenport & Company LLC. Data based on value of goods sold, not on weight.
### Table 2
(Percentages by Parent Company)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Share of Market by Brand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thomson (RCA/Proscan+GE)</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnavox/Philips</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zenith</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharp</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toshiba</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerson</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panasonic</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanyo</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitsubishi</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LXI (Sears)</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldstar</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montgomery Ward</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasar</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvania</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philco</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symphonic/Funai</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daewoo</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisher</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTV</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.C. Penny</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorex (Realistic)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orion</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Shack</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtis Mathes</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Matsushita Defendants (1)</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


(1) Panasonic, Sony, Sharp, Toshiba, Hitachi, Sanyo and Mitsubishi
Table 3
(Percentages)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Philip Morris</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>49.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RJ Reynolds</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown &amp; Williamson</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorillard</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liggett</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>99.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discount Segment**

| as % of Total | 32.5 | 30.0 | 28.7 | 27.6 | 27.1 | 26.8 |

na = Not Available.
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